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charges and currents. The latter currents are then supposed to give rise to a
magnetization M, such that
B = H

elec
~ms of
ld the

r

+ 41rM.

In plasma physics, however, it is more convenient to treat all current densities
explicitly, that is, to include in j both the "free" current and that which may
produce diamagnetism. It is correct, therefore, to u~e B rather than H, and
the term \7 X B should then be substituted for V X H in equation (3.4).
3.10. The specification of u as the free charge implies the existence in
general material media of bound charges. In dielectrics, such charges are
indeed present, and the difference betwee~ D and E is proportional to the
density of dipole moments, or polarization P, produced by the distorting effect
of the imposed field E on the charge configuration; thus,
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In a fully ionized and stripped plasma, there are no bound charges and hence
no polarization under a steady applied field. The dielectric constant K, de
fined by D == KE, is then unity, and D in equations (3.1) and (3.4) may be
replaced by E.
3.11. In applying Maxwell's equations to a plasma, therefore, they will be
written in the form
.
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V·E
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V·B = 0

(3.1)
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where B is generally referred to as the magnetic field strength and is expressed
in gauss. Basically, these equations imply that, in their application to a
plasma, E, D, B, and H are the microscopic vacuum field values, so that E
and D are equal and so also are Band H, and all charges and currents are
treated explicitly.
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3.12. It does not seem that confinement of a plasma by an electrostatic field
will be possible for -several reasons. Suppose that an electrostatic "cage" is
established by means of a set of charged electrodes and that the field is able
to prevent the plasma from making contact with the material of the electrodes.
If such a system is capable of confining electrically charged particles of one
sign, e.g., ions, then clearly those of the opposite sign, i.e., electrons, present
in the plasma cannot be confined, since the electric field has oppositely directed
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(!) effects

particles~Furthermore,

on the positive and negative
according to
Earnshaw's theorem--of-classical electrostatics, there is no position of stable
'equIIibriun1' for a charged particle in an electrostatic field, no matter how
complex its structure [1]. A consequence of this theorem is that no configura
tion of charges, such as a plasma, can exist in stable equilibrium under the
influence of purely electrostatic forces [4].
3.13. In addition to the foregoing qualitative arguments, there is a quanti
tative reason why confinement of a plasma by means of an electrostatic field
is not likely to be practical. An essentially static electric field can exert an
effective pressure on a system of charged particles which is limited to the
energy density of the field, given ,by E2/877". * If E is the field strength in
statvolts/cm, then the energy density (or pressure) will be obtained in ergs/ems
(or dynes/cm 2 ). The pressure of the plasma, treated as an ideal gas, is nkT"
where 'n is the total number of particles per cubic centimeter, i.e., the total par
, ticle density of the plasma. If the nUluber densities of ions and electrons are
each 1015 particles/Clu3 , then n is 2 X 1015 particles/cm3 ; and suppose T (or
rather kT) is 100 kev. The minimum value of E required to contain the plasma
is found )by equating E2/877" to nkT; thus,

E2
871" ~ 2 X 101,5 X 100 X 1.6 X 10-9

'
=

3.2 X 108 ergs/cm3 ,

where 1.6 X 10- 9 is the factor for converting kilo-electron volts into ergs. It
is seen that E must be nearly 9 X 104 statvolts/cm or about 2.7 X 107 volts/em.
Thus, a stationary electrostatic field of impossibly large magnitude would be
required to confine a plasma of reasonable particle density such as might be
used in a thermonuclear reactor.
CONFINEMENT BY MAGNETIC FIELD

3.14. It. will be shown in Chapter 4 that in a magnetic field charged par
ticles gyrate about the lines of force, the positive particles in one direction and
the negative particles in the opposite direction. Hence, apart from the ef~
feet of collisions, in a uniform n1agnetic field the ions and electrons remain tied
to the field lines. Although they can move freely along (or parallel) to these
lines, in either direction, they cannot cross the lines if there are no collisions
among the particles. Hence, if the ions and electrons in a plasma can in some
manner be prevented from escaping at the ends of the containing vessel, e.g.,
by means of an endless tube of toroidal form or in other ways, the use of a
magnetic field appears to offer promise for confinement of a plasma. It re
mains to be seen, however, if the strength of the field required would be reason
able. For this purpose it is necessary to determine the relationship between
the field strength and the effective pressure which the field could exert on the
plasma. A simplified derivation of this relationship is given below.

* The equivalent expression for a magnetic field is derived below (§3.20).
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